Introduction
This document records the results of a comparison the interferometer simulation Finesse [1] against an analytic (MATLAB based) calculation of the alignment sensing signals of a Fabry Perot cavity. This task was started during the commissioning workshop at the LIGO Livingston site between the 28.1.2013 and 1.2.2013 [2] with the aim of creating a reference example for validating numerical simulation tools. The FFT based simulation OSCAR [3] joined the battle later. The basic setup is a linear Fabry Perot cavity and a phase modulated input beam. The reflected light is detected by two wavefront sensors (WFSs). WFS1 is located directly at the input mirror's front surface, a second beam is directed via a pick-off mirror, a lens and a 5 km distance towards WFS2. The setup is shown in figure 1 and the main parameters are given in table 1. 
The test setup

Longitudinal error signal for small mirror offset
As a first test of sensing and control signals we investigate the behavior of a Pound-Drever-Hall sensing: The ETM is moved off-resonance by 0.1 nm. We compute the error signal from the photo diode located in front of ITM, demodulated at 9 MHz, in the I-quadrature (defined by maximum signal). Finesse and OSCAR results for demodulated signals are multiplied by 2 to compensate the built-in 'mixer gain' of 0.5. 
Finesse
Tilt of optical fields for small mirror misalignment
Before we start computing wavefront sensor (WFS) signals, we want to make sure that the tilt of the carrier and the sideband fields are as expected.
Wavefront tilt
Compute the tilt of the wavefront on both WFSs as follows:
with φ being the phase of the respective field as the function of position on the WFS. Compute the slope of this for both WFSs, for the upper and lower sideband, using a) a misalignment of ITM by 0.1 nrad and b) a misalignment of ETM by 0.1 nrad. The tilt of the wavefront at the mirrors itself should be given by
Finesse results are for vertical misalignments (pitch) as discussed at the workshop, to avoid sign flips upon reflection. 
Beam propagation tilt
We can also estimate the tilt of the optical fields by comparing the beam centers at two locations on the optical axis. For this we compute the beam center on the WFSs and at temporary detectors, located (without any optical components in the path) 1 km behind the respective WFS. The beam center is estimated computing the 'center of mass' of the beam intensity on the detectors. The results are shows in 
A preliminary, analytically derived sensing matrix was computed as:
The discrepancy was shown to be due to numerical integration limitations in MATLAB. A grid with 5x higher resolution in both dimensions resulted in the following result: 
Large misalignments
One of the more interesting tests is to model the wavefront sensor (WFS) signals for larger misalignments. In this regime especially the modal model is used outside the most simple approximation so that this represents a much more generic and more meaningful test. This test could not easily be performed with the analytic code. The comparison between Finesse 1 and OSCAR is shown in figure 3 . The modal model converges quickly and the results from OSCAR and Finesse agree very well for misalignments below 0.4 nrad, and show a small but systematic difference for higher misalignments.
Thermal lens
The next step is to compute the alignment signals in the presence of a thermal lens in the ITM substrate. We assume the input mode to be the same as before the ITM thermal lens is introduced, therefore we must consider a mode mismatch between the input mode and the cavity eigenmode.
In order to verify the optical setup we assume a 100% reflective ITM and compare the beam sizes of the wavefront sensors: 
Manually setting the beam parameter in Finesse
The input mode was previously automatically matched to the cavity eigenmode using the cav command in Finesse, but in order the simulate the mode mismatch we must manually set the input mode parameters using the gauss command.
In addition we might consider setting a beam parameter at the pick-off beam splitter: With the input mode and the cavity eigenmode not matched, there is no beam parameter in which the light returning from the cavity can be described as a fundamental beam. Thus higher-order modes are necessary to describe the reflected beam. Especially the thermal lens of 5 km poses a challenge as the beam parameters of the input beam (assuming for a moment a fully reflective ITM) and that of the cavity eigenmode (transmitted through the ITM) differ strongly. Measuring these beam parameters at the pick-off beam splitter yields:
• beam parameter of reflected input beam: w 0 = 6.37 cm, z < 1 mm
• beam parameter of cavity eigenmode: w 0 = 1.3 cm, z = 2.395 km From the section 'Limits to the paraxial approximation' in the Finesse manual we expect this system to be outside the range in which simple paraxial models can be used. By manually setting a beam parameter (w 0 = 2.8 cm, z = 1.677 km) at the pick-off beam splitter as a compromise between the parameters measured above we can reduce the mode-mismatch in the calculation. This method has been used to compute the data shown in figure 4 and in the following.
Wavefront sensor signal with thermal lens
Next we calculate the sensing matrix for small misalignments as before, but now in the presence of the thermal lens. The mode mismatch causes coupling into a wider range of higher-order modes than before, so it is necessary to use a high maxtem value. In order to check this, we calculate the sensing matrix for a range of maxtem values page 8 of 13 Now we compute the alignment sensing matrix with a 5 km thermal lens in the ITM substrate. This is approximately the maximum focal power that can be expected in the uncompensated aLIGO ITM.
Sensing matrix computed with Finesse at maxtem 31: 
Conclusion
The results summarized in table 9 show some significant differences between the different methods, especially the OSCAR results include matrix elements which are different by more than a factor of 3. This is not very surprising though because already the results for the beam propagation tilt with a 5 km thermal lens showed similarly large differences. In order to continue this document a correct sequence of beat coefficients has been derived and is available now. The derivation is described in the new Finesse manual and the resulting coefficients list begins like this: 
